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Background description

 I n an effort to effectively execute the duties and responsibilities

bestowed upon the administration as per Article 4 of the Coast

Guard Law in evaluating its subordinate agencies and units’ mission

executing capabilities and capacities, the administration has drafted an

“The intelligence Work Performance evaluation guide of the Coast

Guard Administration, Executive Yuan (CGA)” and “The Coast Guard

Administration, Executive Yuan focus on Maritime Safeguard Work

Performance Evaluation, Rewards and Punishments Guideline during

Three Major Holidays.” since its established, taken into account for con-

cerning information gather, consolidating and utilization.  Yet upon

implementation through formal promulgation, the varied evaluation

criteria and means have created redundant evaluation, disputing cita-

tion and reprimand that only emerge to hinder the evaluation units.  In

light of which, to ensure that the evaluation work can be conducted in

a rational, fair and consistent manner, following several plenary dis-

cussions joined by relevant subordinate agencies and units, the

Administration’s intelligence division has consolidated and promul-

gated an “Coast Guard Administration, Executive Yuan and its Subor-

dinate Agencies and Units’ Coast Guard Work Performance Evaluation

Guide”, which has gone into effect on January 1, 2004, and the program

is spearheaded by the Administration’s intelligence division.
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Significant and characteristics

The guideline, since implemented on January 1, 2004, has since

had a 2004 evaluation process concluded, notwithstanding that there

are certain deficiencies due to a first time implementation of such an

integrated evaluation task.  Some of which include issues revolving

around the “CGA’s maritime patrol flotilla, mobile seizure squadron

and coastal patrol brigade and battalion’s mission and duty character-

istic evaluation drafting criteria”, “Revision for offshore island units

performance evaluation base point system”, “Coast guard service duty

point evaluation ratio” and so forth.  Upon integrating issues confronted

by the processor and implementation units, a revision has been sought

that begun in June 2004, and has been concluded as of the end of De-

cember 2004 following several plenary discussions, and the revised

guideline is ratified for implementing by January 1, 2005.  The revised

guideline now encompasses 11 articles, and an overview of which is as

follows,

1. The guideline has been expressly introduced in support of stipulating

the Administration’s evaluation of coast guard duties performed by

its subordinate agencies and units (Article one of the guideline).

2. To stipulate the guideline’s relevant evaluation subjects and state of

grouping division, the guideline has had the applicable evaluation

subjects divided into four groups.  Group one covers various District

coast guard bureaus under the Director General Coastal Patrol Agency

(DGCPA); group two covers Director General Maritime Patrol

Agency ‘s (DGMPA) investigation/defense seizing squadron and

DGCPA’s mobile seizing squadrons; group three covers DGMPA’s

Maritime Patrol Flotillas, direct-Access fleet; group four covers various

District coast guard Bureau’s Coastal Patrol brigades and Battalions.

(Article two of the guideline).  The main focus on this article lies in

organization units of varied nature by mission; in addition, in response

to future organization reform and policy orientation, a regional

responsibility scheme has been established to realize an integrated

strength in coastal and maritime enforcement, whereby group one

has the evaluated maritime patrol flotillas, direct-access fleet, mobile

seizing squadrons, coastal patrol brigades and battalions evaluated

every six months for score tallying, while that for grouping 2 and 4

would have an evaluation base point system set up as per unit

characteristics and previous performance history with which to place

tanking based on the differential derived from the base points

assigned.

3. Stipulations are given to define evaluation categories (Article three

of the guideline), which include, maritime patrol security intelligence,

trafficking crackdown, crackdown against illegal entry and departure,

project missions, crackdown against illegal and cross-border fishing,

crackdown against sabotage to marine and coastline resources, distress

and life rescue, and other categories.
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4. Stipulations are given to define the conversion of base point earned

by the evaluated subjects, the onset and ending of an evaluation

process, the evaluator’s base point and score audit method, audit

criteria and the like (Article four of the guideline); in addition, to

steer the working focus of all enforcement units to brace toward a

voluntary orientation in coastal water and coastline coverage and

case referral, stipulations are given to define closed cases within a

responsible jurisdiction and reported voluntarily would be given extra

30% of the total score; cases spearheaded by other agencies, in which

the Administration’s evaluated unit is either supporting or offering

intelligence, would be given 20% of the total score; and those

rendering supports are assigned with 10% of the total score.

5. Stipulations are given to define the score distribution principle,

method in the presence of coordinating units that partake the same

case, and means and deadline governing dispute cases (Article five

of the guideline), whose objective lies in preventing discord arisen

from performance evaluation among the evaluated units, which might

hinder mission execution or jeopardize the administration’s image.

6. Stipulations are given to define that the Administration may adjust

the evaluation base point and grading criteria in accordance with

mission focus, ability to execute coast guard mission, jurisdictional

characteristics and duration of projects and missions (Article six of

the guideline), whose objective lies in offering an adjustable base point

and/or grading criteria that could be used as a yardstick in steering

the present stage’s focus of work.

7. Stipulations are given to define the evaluation and assessment criteria

(Article seven of the guideline), which is further elaborated as follows,
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(1) Score grading:  the grades are differentiated into extra outstanding

(with 180% or more of attainment rate), outstanding (with over

160% and under 180% of attainment rate), class one (with over

140% and under 160% of attainment rate), class two (with over

120% and under 140% of attainment rate), class three (with

under 120% and over 100% of attainment rate), class four (with

over 80% and under 100% of attainment rate), class five (under

80% of attainment rate).

(2)Citation/reprimand criteria:  this pertains to effective citation

to achievements and reprimand for slacking.  The guideline has

had the citation/reprimand criteria divided into six categories,

the top-ranking head of a department unit would receive one

citation, with $100,000 working incentive (extra outstanding

unit), and the lowest would also be eligible to receive a group

working incentive of $20,000 (class three unit); whereas in

reprimand, only those ranked class five and of the last in all

groups would have their agency head and unit officer/supervisor

given one reprimand.

(3)Among agencies and units being evaluated that are meeting

the foresaid incentive criteria, the administrative incentives will

go to the each top three chosen from group 2 to group 4.

(4)In a move to ensure that all Administration’s investigation and

crackdown units are able to expand case follow-up investigation

and systematically investigate major cases with voluntary referral

dispatch, an assessed unit’s secondary work performance that

should fail to be executed as stipulated above would face having

their evaluation grade and administrative incentive downgraded

by one class in the award payout system.

(5)To avoid performance squabble or responsibility reneging, or failing

to abide by regulations, those that have been found to be true

are not only subject to liability follow-up but whose case evaluation

score will also be forfeited.  The article serves as a core value of

the entire guideline, whose objective lies in instilling the citation

and reprimand system in a move to monitor effective coast guard

missions being carried out by relevant agencies and units, and

that a concise analysis on the content of this article finds it

primarily intends to encourage positive voluntary action, rather

than heeding to a rigid, unchanging evaluation taking to

reprimand, notwithstanding that it also covers many facets in

how it excels the objective of voluntary case implementation and

a harmonious coordination among relevant operating units.

(6)Stipulations are given to define units that are temporarily

excluded form evaluation comparison but taking to a total work

effectiveness as the basis of evaluation, and that the work

performance is evaluated at the interval of every six months,

whereby group work incentive awards are given, with stipulations
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instilled to govern the evaluation unit, evaluation criteria and

score tabulation method (Article eight of the guideline).  The

article is instilled catering to execution units that are situated in

sensitive Kinmen, Lienjiang Maritime Patrol Flotillas, coastal patrol

brigades and battalions, aerial patrol squadron that has yet been

fully equipped, and the Pratas and Sprately Island Special

command headquarters with unique missions (without preset

evaluation base points).

(7)Stipulations are given to define that the administration and its

subordinate agencies may issue citation or reprimand according

to the performance of relevant operational personnel (Article

nine of the guideline).

(8)Stipulations are given to define that the group working incentive

awards are allocated under the Administration’s relevant budget

category (Article ten of the guideline).

(9)Stipulations are given to define all closed cases are to be keyed

into the Administration’s information system, where the score

will mainly be determined by the content of the system data;

also stipulated are deadline for the delivery of supplementary

evidential data and evaluation grading of the processing

personnel, as well as grading criteria in the event of dispute cases,

and that any untrue declarations are subject to corrective action
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by relevant laws and regulations (Article eleven of the guideline).

The guide’s objectives and anticipations:

1. To excel integrated strength to jointly maintain the maritime, coastal

security and resources.

2. To backtrack the mastermind behind the scene to thoroughly

dismantle the illicit.

3. To manifest the Administration’s determination in installing law

enforcement authority.

4. To install an all-source intelligence system that helps to install an

early-warning mechanism.

5. To effective respond to relevant cases in a move to enhance the

Administration’s image.

6. To streamline consistent evaluation and assessment in a move to

effective enhance the supervisory function and attain core missions.

7. To timely integrate mission requirements for adjusting the nature

of evaluation and assessment.

8. To install separate evaluation and assessment for unique and

sensitive areas.

9. To install a universal assessment grading system for groups those

falls under the same nature in order to avoid human hindrance and

to ensure timely citation/reprimand.

10. To effectively integrate the information for uniformed key-in and

utilization.

11. To install an information platform that is poised to simplify the

operating procedures, and curtail human error and deficiency.

Conclusion

The purpose of drafting the guidelines lies in introducing a fair

and rational evaluation and assessment system in measuring all ad-

ministration subordinate agencies’ voluntary efforts, services and

collaboration, taking to a means of reduced reprimands yet increased

citations in anticipation that all subordinate agency and unit associates

being evaluated could be motivated to execute coast guard missions

taking to a more aggressive approach that excels an integrated strength

to jointly achieve maintaining the safety of Taiwan’s maritime and

coastlines, and for the purpose of installing a positive image of serving

the public.

(The author is of a member to the Coast Guard Administration’s intelli-

gence division)




